sea-level rise: conservation's next hurdle
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Melting sea ice and mountain glaciers, driven
by climate change, are resulting in a rising
sea-level' The evidence is clear (Figure 1):
even if all of the goals set by the International panel
on climate change (lPcc) are met by every participating
country by 2L00 global sea-fevels are
predicted to rise up to 1 m ') or more.L2
{3
sea-level rise {sLR) affects humanity, of which *Loyo
of the world's population live below L0 m elevation,
but also to the vast diversity of ecosystems
on our planet' t lt is important to the long term
success of future conservation efforts
that they
reflect this environmenhl change.
It has been estimated that 6o'70%of coastal
wetlands and other low-lying ecosystems
could be lost following I' m of SLR. while this
wilf affect many regions (Table t) (inctuding
Florida's everglades), China, vietnam, Libya,
Egypt, Romania, and ukraine will be hit the
hardest'r'3 Globatly, however, islands face a greater
threat of partialor complete submersion
(Figure 2)' Among them, the historic
Galapagos lslands from which charles Darwin
drew
inspiration while later working on his theory of
evolution by natural selection. ln essence, this
theory posits that species with certain traits that
make them ,,better,, at surviving and
reproducing in their specific environment
{than others of the same species) are more likely to
pass on their genes through reproduction;
for example, the keen senses and ,'weaponry,,
of
nearly alf predatory animals that make them such proficient
hunters. This teads to a gradual
shift in the population over time towards those traits,
splitting the population into two or more
distinct, but related, species.
Endemic species are those which can only be
found in one specific geographic ptace on

the entire planet; localexampfes would include the vancouver
lsland marmot (Marmota
vancCIuverensis), which is listed as critically
endangered,a and the Arbutus tree (Arbutus
menziesiil, which can only be found in the Pacific
Northwest in rocky, well-drained soils
relatively near the ocean.s And of all of the different
ecosystems on the planet, islands are
home to an average of ten times more endemic
species than on the continents. lf for no other
reason than to protect endemic species, it is criticaf
that cuffent sLR predictions be taken into
account when planning future conservation efforts.
using these predictions, funding could be
focused on islands that are less at risk from
sLR than those which risk of becoming mostly
or
completely submerged by 21'00. with regards to continentalconservation
efforts, funding could
be better allocated with regards to low-lying areas
challenged by sLR and potential habitat
expansion efforts.
conservation of plant and animal species is vitally
important. All of the species on this
planet have evolved over the millennia to
successfully inhabit their specific environments.
when these environments change too quickly, their inhabitants
do not have enough time to
adapt {via evolution by natural selection}, which generally
takes many generations. without
societal intervention, these species are doomed
to eKinction. well-planned conseruation
effofis are essential to ensuring the ability of future generations
to see and learn about the vast
and wonderful biodiversity that our planet has to
offer.
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Figure 1: "Global mean sea level evolution over the 2fth
and 2Lst centuries. Red curve is based on tide gauge
measurements' The black curve is altimetry record (zoomed over
1g93-2009). projections

for the zlst century are

also shown' The shaded blue zone represents lPcc AR4 projections.
Bars are semi-empirical projections.,,
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Figure 2: "Predicted area submersion on islands with an invasive
vertebrate eradication progr"ilI6"
color of points represents the percentage of surface immersion. with
a 1.-m sea-leve I rise, 4To 126) of the 604
islands with an eradication program would be entirely under
water and many more would lose a large part of their

ril

habitat."
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